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Abstract—BPEL4People and WS-HumanTask (WS-HT) specify models to integrate human resources into business processes. The emerging use of these standards will result in more challenging authorization decisions in the context of the execution of workflows. Compared to a classical scenario where a workflow management system controls the mapping of tasks to a specific set of resources, human interaction introduces an additional mapping scheme in which humans were separately mapped to tasks. Basically the authorization framework needs to be adapted from a push-based model to a push-/pull-based approach. This short paper introduces the concepts of a security framework for a WS-HT implementation. It presents a generic framework that supports a pull-based work distribution strategy in distributed environments with the help of a task repository that mediates tasks between resources and workflow instances.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Motivated by the demand to integrate human interactions consistently into e-Science, we extended the UNICORE workflow system. By the realization of an actor-driven approach for workflow execution in distributed environments [5], we integrated the missing pull patterns of the well known workflow resource patterns [4] into the UNICORE Workflow System [6]. This was done with the help of a service-enabled task repository deployed to the UNICORE hosting environment. In this extension we followed the path that has been established in 2005, where the white paper “WS-BPEL Extension for People – BPEL4People” was published by IBM and SAP [3]. There, first efforts have been made towards a consistent model to describe the interaction between human beings and business processes. The published proposal strongly relates to the popular industry standard WS-BPEL, which is commonly used to model processes by the orchestration of web services. By now, on the basis of this white paper with BPEL4People and WS-HT two new specifications have been developed, that are expected to be standardized by OASIS. While the BPEL4People specification is closely coupled to the WS-HT proposal, their scopes and intentions are described first. Thus, BPEL4People provides an extended schema to the existing WS-BPEL standard to support a broad range of scenarios that involve people within business processes. However, the new capabilities are limited, because the most essential contribution is the extension of an “Activity” to a “PeopleActivity” enabling the definition of tasks within a BPEL process that have to be executed by human resources. In contrast to that, WS-HT comes up with a large amount of features, which range from the task definition, distribution, and allocation to task lifecycle management and coordination protocols to mediate between different participants. In August 2010, these two specifications were published as committee versions, which mean that the technical work is viewed as completed. The publication as committee version motivated the migration of our task repository, which was implemented and integrated into the UNICORE Grid middleware within the scope of the HiX4AGWS project [5] to WS-HT. As a consequence of this decision, there was a demand for the design of an according authorization framework. The short paper is organized as followed. First of all the whole WS-HT specification is introduced including their concepts related to security issues. After this, in section III, the resulting requirements for development of a proper security framework are pointed out. In section IV the suitable technologies to come up with the discussed requirement are described, before summarizing the paper.

II. THE WS-HUMANTASK SPECIFICATION

In this section, the scope and the features of the WS-HT specification is described superficially. First of all the core concepts are introduced, before focusing the security concerns. The overall architecture proposed by the WS-HT specification is represented in Figure 1 as a simplified version reduced to the essential elements. The blue framed components belonging to the task processor are introduced in more detail within the specification. WS-HT provides an XML schema to specify available data types and structures to describe task definitions referred to as abstract tasks hereafter. Such abstract tasks contain information about properties that describe particular conditions related to the execution, for example which people should be assigned at what point of time, how a task should be represented to particular clients or what escalation routines should be used if deadlines are missed. An abstract task is a conceptual entity that is modeled explicitly. Particularly, it is possible for a modeler of an abstract task to define a task-specific interface in form of a WSDL port type, which should be used to create task instances. WS-HT does not specify how a task parent interacts with an abstract task.

This domain-specific interface is typically used by a task parent, which might be a workflow or a business process.
So far, we have identified three relevant entities that need to be considered for authorization decisions. We will now discuss the related aspects in more detail. During the lifecycle of a concrete task, different actors are allowed to perform certain operations or to view particular task specific data. The modeler of an abstract task as well as the task parent, who triggers the creation of a corresponding concrete task, should be able to influence the set of possible actors. Therefore, WS-HT provides a specific XML container that represents this relation within an abstract task. This container is called people assignments. People assignments are generally used to enable the modeler of an abstract task to define which human resources are assigned to which particular roles. Such roles that are related to different authorization rules are called generic human roles according to the WS-HT proposal. The existing set of generic human roles is represented in Figure 3 as top layer. The related authorizations are additionally illustrated in TABLE 1. The sign “+” means that an actor who is assigned to this generic human role is allowed to perform the operation on the concrete task. The “-” sign indicates that the operation is not available to that particular role and “MAY” means that it is up to the implementation.

TABLE I. TASK OPERATIONS AND AUTHORIZATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Task Operations that cause state transitions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operation</td>
<td>Task Initiator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>activate</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>claim</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>complete</td>
<td>MAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delegate</td>
<td>MAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fail</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forward</td>
<td>MAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nominate</td>
<td>MAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>release</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>resume</td>
<td>MAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skip</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stop</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suspend</td>
<td>MAY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The modeler of an abstract task can assign human resources to these generic human roles by defining people assignments, represented by the second layer. The people assignment evaluation represented by the layer in between can be executed at different points of time. The modeler is able to determine this time, which is called evaluation time. Furthermore, he can decide which data should be used for evaluation. By using literal assignments, the modeler can directly assign users or groups to particular roles at deployment time of the abstract task. The use of expressions enables the modeler to defer the evaluation time until corresponding concrete tasks are instantiated from the abstract description. In the following, we refer to this time as creation time. So, it is for example possible to relate to a certain part of the input message of a task parent by an XPath expression in the abstract task. This would enable a task parent to limit the set of possible actors. So, depending on the definition of the people assignments the evaluation time can be influenced. People assignments can even be changed during runtime of a concrete task by using operations like delegate or forward.

The data container, which can be assigned to a generic human role is also fixed by the specification by an
organizational entity. An organizational entity can contain multiple users or groups as well as a mixture of both. So, the evaluation of people assignments should always result in organizational entities assigned to generic human roles independent to the evaluation time. Therefore, at deployment time, each people assignment is bound to a so called people query, which would be evaluated at creation time. The evaluation of such people queries, which is needed to assign real persons to generic human roles, is out of scope of the specification. Therefore, a security framework should provide a people query evaluator that cares for the binding to user directories. Beside the identity management and the binding of the identities to generic human roles by evaluating people queries, the security framework should act as policy decision point (PDP). This means the authorization decision for expected actors should be made by a component of the security framework. It should be explicitly outsourced from the task processor. Further details and requirements for the security framework will be discussed in the next section.

A token-based approach, where the security framework issue security tokens that contain access decision for particular operation(s) on specific concrete tasks appears to be an appropriate solution for this request. To support WS-HT, the management of the people assignments of each concrete task has to be done by the security framework considering the concepts of generic human roles and their fixed authorizations for task operations (TABLE 1).

(03) Lifecycle support: An access decision for specific operations on concrete tasks depends on the information specified in the people assignments by the modeler of an abstract task.

(04) Figure 3 shows that the specified people assignments might be evaluated at different points of time. Furthermore, they depend on the lifecycle of a concrete task. Hence, there must be a set of services in the security framework that enable the task processor to send notifications that contain updates for the people assignments of concrete tasks.

(05) Invalidation of authorization attributes: According to WS-HT, it should be possible to delegate and forward concrete tasks for specific users. If one of these operations is performed the corresponding behavior of a task processor induces changes in the people assignments. For example, if a potential owner forwards a concrete task to another user, he should be removed from the list of potential owners. The related rights to claim or to start a task have to be removed as well. Because of this, previously issued tokens have to be invalidated due to the updated access policies and people assignments.

IV. A SECURITY FRAMEWORK FOR WS-HUMAN TASK

In section III, four major requirements have been identified that have to be considered by a security framework for a WS-HT specification. The fundamental decision we made during the formulation of the requirements is to implement an external security framework separately from the task processor. So, the authentication of actors as well as the authorization and the corresponding access decision should completely be done by the security framework by using a token-based approach. This results in an overall architecture represented in figure 4.

To come up with the prerequisite requirement (1), we establish a user dictionary by using LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol) and an identity provider by using Shibboleth. In a LDAP dictionary users and their attributes are managed and stored in a tree hierarchy. Because of the widespread use of these technologies, we skip further details on LDAP and Shibboleth at this point.

The second requirement (2) demands for performing the authorization and the authentication within the security framework outside of the task processor. As a consequence, we decide for a collocation of the task processor and the security framework in a single trust domain. This decision allows both, a task model specific authorization scheme and a human task protocol specific handling. Further on, this collocation offers the opportunity to use a token-based approach to handle authorization and access control of actors. This is directly related to the pattern of brokered authentication and authorization [7]. Core components of this pattern were based on the Kerberos authentication scheme. Tokens that are issued and signed by the security framework are the core indicator for any authorization decision of the task processor.
Figure 4. Overall architecture.

Figure 5 illustrates a simplified sequence diagram representing the single steps to get a token and perform a task operation. A user, who wants to become an actor for a particular concrete task is requested to first acquire a specific token for the intended operation. Therefore, he has to send a request for a security token message (RST) according to WS-Trust [8] to a security token service (STS), which is illustrated in figure 5. A STS is part of the security framework (see figure 4) and implements protocols that are specified in the WS-Trust standard. These protocols define formats and exchange patterns for issuing, renewing, and validating security tokens. Within the RST message, the actor has to request for a token that assures his identity (identity token) and a token with a SAML assertion containing a defined set of claims that can be used to authorize the user at the task processor (actor token). Claims are statements about users associating them with particular attributes (e.g. a role).

An example request for an identity token is represented in figure 5. If such a request is received at the security framework, the STS first delegates the credentials to the security framework realizing a token-based approach for authorizing actors to perform task operations. In the future it is planned to put these concepts into concrete terms by publishing a first version of the security framework.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

This paper presents fundamental concepts to design a security framework for WS-HumanTask compliant task processor. Therefore, it first introduces the security model of the WS-HumanTask specification, before deriving important requirements concerning the security framework. Finally, an overview is given about the resulting architecture of the security framework realizing a token-based approach for authorizing actors to perform task operations. In the future it is planned to put these concepts into concrete terms by publishing a first version of the security framework.
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